
46 SKU’s
36 New Designs

10 Recarries



Serenity Geo
Neutral
120246

Serenity is a large scale geometric that is available in 5 
colourways, the Grasscloth texture running through the 

background of the design adds a depth to the design whilst the 
metallic adds a touch of luxury. 

Pair this with the Serenity Plain for a co-ordinated  four wall offer.
Grey/Rose Gold 

120730 
Navy/Copper 

120721
Black/Gold

120723
Sage

120725

Grey 120729 Blue 120722 Black 120724 Sage 120726



Grey 120729Neutral 120728 Black 120724 Sage 120726

Serenity Plain
Navy

120722
The Serenity Plain texture is available in 5 colours from easy 
living neutrals and sage to dramatic blacks and bold navy’s . 

This design can be used on all 4 walls for an easy living style,  
pair it with Serenity for a co-ordinated offer or used against 

Wisteria for a complimenting look.
Serenity 120721Wisteria 114868



Serpentine Geo
Grey/Silver

120140
Serpentine Geo is available in 4 colourways, the interlinked 

circular shapes are made of metallic dots giving this design a 
beautiful finish, an easy living design that could go across all 4 

walls, or co-ordinated with the Molten Plain finish.

Black/Rose Gold 120141 Navy/Gold 114870 Sage/Gold 120142

Rose Gold 104956 Silver 104954 Pale Gold 104955



Denim 118707 Emerald 118687

Kaleidoscope
Champagne

118708

This Geometric design has the feel of an optical illusion which 
creates a depth into the design, finished off with a metallic 

embellishment  which gives a touch of luxury. To really enhance 
the luxury look this design can be paired with Molten Pale Gold.



Pale Gold 104955 Silver 104954

Molten
Rose Gold

104956

Molten is the perfect wallpaper to accompany a design chosen 
for a feature wall. With a fine texture and all over metallic, this 
wallpaper evokes the dewy colours and shimmers of a sunrise.



Wisteria
Duck Egg

120138

Wisteria is available in 4 colour ways, the soft colour pallet brings 
a sense of freshness, with the navy offering a deeper option. 

This design can be complimented with Serene Grasscloth for a 
four wall co-ordinated offer.

Navy 114868 Mauve 120137 Sage 120197



Organics
Sage

120716

Organics features silhouettes of wildflowers and seedheads 
embellished with metallic. This beautiful design encompasses 

the outside natural world and transports it to your home interior. 
Organic Plain Co-ordinates to give a four wall finish.

Navy/Copper
120719

Champagne 
120714

Black/Copper
120718

Duck Egg
120715



Black 120717 Navy 120720

Organic Plain
Off White

120713

Organic Plain is a soft Concrete Effect that can be used as an all 
4 wall option, or paired with the Organic Pattern to give a 

co-ordinated offer.



Birch
Sage

119560

Birch Encapsulates a woodland escape with silhouettes of trees 
embellished with a fine glitter to add a touch of sparkle, 

available in 4 colourways of Sage, Mauve, Mustard and Silver.

Mauve 118714 Mustard 119561 Silver 118705



Glitter Stria
Sage

119562

Glitter Stria is a perfect option to accompany any patterned 
design or can be used on all 4 walls. This design features the 

subtle stria linear marks embellished with a fine glitter.

Mauve 118677 Silver 119563



Innocence 
Duck Egg

33-270
A beautiful ombre mica/metallic sweeps through this tranquil layered sprig design, 

underpinned by a delicate fabric effect.
The white and duck egg colourways can be paired with calico plains, whereas the Green and 

Navy can be paired with Molten for a co-ordinated look.

White 33-275 Green 108617 Navy 108619

Stone 31-861 Pale Gold 104955 Rose Gold 104956
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